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This study investigated teachers' perceptions of the

consequences and implications of the formative Manitoba

Grade Three Provincial- Assessment on classroom practice. In

2000, this assessment replaced the year-end Grade Three

Standards Test. The study examined teachers' knowl-edge of

.Abstract

assessment practices, focusing on changes the mandated

formative assessment has brought about in their daity l-ives.
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English school-s in an urban school- division in Winnipeg were

interviewed individually for sixty to ninety minutes about

the former Grade Three Standards Test, the strengths and

Ten experienced Grade Three teachers from different

weaknesses of the current Grade Three Assessment, and the

integration of the Grade Three Assessment into daily

teaching and learning activities. A set of guiding' questions

provided a structure for the interview and teachers'

comments \^rere coded into categories and themes.

The results indicated that the majority of teachers

tended to prefer the Assessment over the former Standards

Test, especially in the area of Lanquage Arts. They found it

fess st.ressful on both the students and themsefves. The

study found t.hat the Assessment was integrated to a large

extent into regular Language Arts activities but hardly at



al-l- into regular classroom Math activities. Teachers al-so

questioned the validity of the results because of a lack of

standardization of tools and procedures. Professional-

judgment had replaced standardization and yet a wide range

of difference in teacher assessment literacy was noted

within the group. Although the Assessment intends to be a

formative assessment, it is uncl-ear if it. succeeds fuJ-J-y,

because it actually has certain features of a summative

eval-uati-on.
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Chapter One: A Brief History of Province-VÍide Assessment in

Manitoba

Until the l-ate 1-960's, Grade Twelve students in

Manitoba hrere required to write Departmental exams for every

subject. The exam resul-ts counted for one hundred percent of

their f inal- grade. Following curricul-um reviews at the

system l-evel-, there was no province-wide student testing

program in the 1970's and l-980's. In the early 1990's,

Manitoba introduced mandatory Senior Four provincial

examinations that counted for thirty percent of a student's
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final- mark. Courses were tested on a rotational basis,

Mathematics in I99I, Chemistry in I994, and Geography and

Social- St.udies in 19 95 .

In the past few years, the province of Manitoba has

undergone many changes to province-wide assessmenL policies

and practices. These policies and practices have had as

t.heir goal the improvement of educat j-onal- achievement. In

this reg,ard, Manitoba is no different from governments

across North America and around the worl-d. Levin and Wiens

(2003) note that the pressure to make changes in schools is

"fuel-ed by national and international- test comparisons and

driven by the bel-ief that economic competitiveness rests

increasingly on people's skil-ls and knowledge (p.1) .

AJ-though education reform may vary from place to place' some



of the com.mon elements across the English-speaking

industrialized countries incl-ude:

greater specificat.ion of curriculum standards and

outcomes...; more assessment of student outcomes and

public reporting of the result.s on a school-by-school

basis; greater opportunity for parents and students to

choose the school the student attends; more pressure on

teachers through measures that control their work,

limit their pay, test their competence...; altered
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finance strucLures to reward school-s that are abJ-e to

increase academic resul-ts...; Iand] within these policy

frames, greater decentralization of managerial

responsibility to individual- school-s (Levin and Wiens,

pp. 1-2 ) .

The first of these recent changes occurred on July 4,

I994, when the Progressive Conservative Government of

Manitoba presented a bl-ueprint for the renewal- of

Kindergarten to Senior Four school-s cal-1ed Renewing

Education: À/eø Directions. Renewal would "provide students

with enhanced opportunities to complete their schooling with

the necessary skills and the level-s of literacy and numeracy

required to secure their futures and t.he welJ--being of

Manitobans" (Manitoba Education Training and Youth, January

1995, p.3). This document l-aid the groundwork for a series
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of new directions and actions in six interre.l-ated priority

areas. Levin and Wiens (May, 2003) note that some of the

main changes made in education during the Conservat.ive

government's time in office were:

new curricul-a in many subject areas, with increased

focus on literacy and mathematics; the introduct.ion of

Reading Recovery into elementary school-s; an increase

in provincj-al- testing; an expansion of distance

education,' chang-es in teacher education,' and t.he

requirement that all- schools have parent advisory

councils (p.3) .

In January 1995, a further document, Renewing

Education: New Directionst The Action PLan described t.he

setting of educational- standards and policies rel-at.ed to

student achievement. Standards of student achievement were

developed for the compulsory core area subjects

(Mathematics, English Language Arts, Science and Social

Studies) and standards tests were planned for administration

in those core subjects in Grade Three, Six, Senior One

(Grade Nine), and Senior Four (Grade Twelve) .

In May 7996, the first Mathematics st.andards test was

administered to Grade Three students. This was foll-owed in

May 1998 with an additional standards test in English

Langiuage Arts. However, unlike the standards tests in Senior
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One and Senior Four, the Grade Three test marks were not.

reported separateJ-y and therefore standards tests did not

form a part of a student's finaÌ mark in Grade Three

(Manitoba Education and Training, June 1995, p.22) .

Dickens and Li (2002) note that there were five

purposes of the standards-based testing program: first, to

improve classroom instruction and student learning,' second,

to provide clear information about each student's skil-l-s and

abilities in relation to the learning outcomes and

performance standards; third,

and districts with benchmarks

fourth, to contribute to a better understanding of student

achievement across the province; and finally, to respond to

strong public concerns for improved educaLional standards

and enhanced accountabitity (Dickens and Li, 2002, p.1).

These were noble purposes, but standards tests, and the

Grade Three standards tests in part.icular, came in for

strong opposition from both educators and parents. As part

of their work at Manitoba Educat.ion, Training and Youth'

Dickens and Li collated survey responses from teachers and

parenLs. From these responses, there were four main

criticisms of the Grade Three Standards Test: It was too

l-ate in the year for additional- support and intervention for

st.ruggJ-ing students; two to three tests were too many for

to

to

provide schools, divisions

review st.udent learning;



eight-year ol-d children; the standardized testing procedures

\¡¡ere too rigorous and stressful- for young chil-dren; and the

public reporti-ng of test resul-ts \^/as of great concern

(Dickens and Li, p.1) . As wellr âfly positive aspects \^rere

"greatly overshadowed by a climate of negativity about

schools. Educators bei-ieved that school-s and teachers were

being criticized unfairly and being blamed for problems not

of t.heir makingi" (Levin and Wiens, 2003r pp.3-4) .

Grade Three Assessment

In the fall of 1999, the New Democratic Party was

elected in Manitoba. It quickly began work on an overal-I

education plan that would focus on a small number of

priorities that had support from educators, the pubJ-ic and

research. The giovernment was concerned with "tryingi to

defuse the acrimony and bitterness that had developed and

with building a climate of trust and common effort amongi

educational- partners" (Levin and Wiens, p.4). During its

el-ection campaign, the NDP promised to cancef all- Grade

Three standards testing, and the newly elected government

fol-lowed through with its promise. In 2000, therefore, the

standards t.ests that had been in place for only two or three

years \,vere therefore replaced with a province-wide,

classroom-based, formative assessment in reading and

11

numeracy. This mandated, wide-scale formative assessment was
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a unj-que, radical departure from end of year standards

testing.

The PuzTtoses and Practices of the "Eonatiwe" Grade Three

.ãssess¡nent

Currently, as of 2004, the new Grade Three Assessment

is administered during the first few months of the school

year. It.s primary purpose is to "provide meaningfuì-

information to parents regarding their chil-d's foundation

knowledge and skills in Reading and Numeracyl at Grade Three

entry and at Grade Four entry for French Immersion Lecture"

(Manitoba Education, Training and Youth, May 2002, p.2) .

Furthermore:

The Grade Three Assessment is an approach to assessing

foundation knowJ-edge and skil-l-s of students. It focuses

72

on a set of critical competencies in the

Reading, Lecture and Numeracy/Notions de

are derived from the current provinciaJ-

documents. The Grade Three Assessment is

of an assessment process conducted as part of a

teacher's regular daily classroom practice. Identified

gaps in knowledge or skilts become the basis for

follow-up that. might include changes to instruct.ion to

1 Numeracy skills are the ability
ways and to sol-ve math-rel-ated problems
and Youth, September 2001)

areas of

cal-cul- that

curriculum

one component

to work with numbers in various
(Manitoba Education, Training



foster learning and/or further assessment of a

diagnostic nature (Manitoba Educat.ion, Training and

Youth, May 2002, p.2) .

In the fal-l- of each school- year, Grade Three teachers

gather assessment information on their st.udents and/or

sel-ect the most appropriate strategies to assess crítical-

competencies from samples provided by the department, their

school division, school and personaf repertoires. An

important source of assessment information is the student's

Grade Two teacher.

Teachers then may begin the assessment with

observations of all- students. However, students performing

consistently may demonstrate sufficient evidence of

achievement in their daily work and further assessment may

not be necessary.

Grade Three Assessment 13

Students performing j-nconsistently wil-1 require a more

detailed systematic assessment. Some st.udents may have

been assessed recently and may only require an updated

assessment. Additional- assessments using the

instruments identified by the department, or others,

shoul-d occur where teachers feel they require more

information to make an informed judgment (Manitoba

Education, Training and Youth, NIay 2002, p.3)



ft should be noted that this process outlined by Manitoba

Education, Training and Youth is not the practice actually

carried out by all school- divisions. Some divisions mandate

certain tool-s to be used to assess each competency and also

mandate that every student wil-l be assessed using a paper

and pencil assessment.

The department expects teachers to use "professional-

judgment" when identifying the process for gathering

information and does not expect that every student wil-l- go

through a "comprehensive assessment on each competency"

(Manitoba Education, Training' and Youth, May 2002, p.3). In

fact in many cases, teachers wil-l- be abl-e to make an

Grade Three Assessment

informed judgment about a student's l-evel-2 on particul-ar

competencies, based on their daily work with their students

L4

(Manitoba Education, Training and Youth, May 2002, p.3).

Following the assessment, a report on al-I of the

identified critical- compet.encies in Literacy (Appendix B)

and Numeracy (Appendix C) is sent home to parents by the end

of the first reporting period of the school year. Forms are

provided by the department for this. Schools must also

compile and submit school-l-eveI resufts to their school-

division who in turn compiJ-e a divisional picture of the

2 The three assessed
help; " "needs some heJ-p to

l-evel-s of performance are: "needs on-going
meet expectations: " and "meets expectations. "



assessment and submit it to the department (Appendices D &

E) . The compiled provincial resul-ts are presented in an

annual- report, which is posted on the department's web-site

(Manitoba Education, Training and Youth, May 2002, p.6).

Results from the 2002-2003 Provincial Report. can be found in

Appendix F.

It woul-d seem that, ofl the surfacer üsing a formative

assessment at the beginning of the school year is a good

thing for teachers to do. It provides them with information

regarding each student and this information is then
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communicated to parents. However, the assessment is not

without its probÌems. The assessment requires teachers to

col-l-ect data on student performance in order to "base

teaching decisions on sol-id data rather than on

assumptionsr " so that "they can make adjustments early on to

avoid the downward spiral of remediation" (Walter, Burg-er

and Burger, 1995, p.39 cited in Schmoker, 1,999, p.35). In

fact teachers are expected to "avoid the downward spiral of

remediation" by using the col-l-ected data to diagnose

learning difficul-ties and plan a program of remediatj-on. But

this is not the only thing that the data are used for.

Manitoba Education and Youth col-l-ect and publish

provincial Grade Three Assessment data which show the

percentagie of students at each level of performance in each

15



critical competency. fn doing this, Manitoba Education and

Youth would seem to be confusing a formative assessment. with

the "measurement-drj-ven accountability" (Froese-Germain,

p.18) of standards tests. Rather than using data to improve

student performance, teachers, administrators and parents

compare their chil-d's performance to provincial- averag'es.

These provincial averages are compiled from data that comes

from wide inconsistencies in where it is coll-ected (an

isol-ated northern community is probably quite different from

an urban Winnipeg school-), how it is collected, the t.ool-s

used (some school- divisions mandate tools to be used whereas

other divlsions l-eave it to the teacher's discretion) , the

classroom conditions, and experience l-evel of the teachers.

The formative assessment feel-s more l-ike a summative

eval-uation. By being unclear as to the purpose of collecting

the data and by using the data to measure and compare

schools, Manitoba Education and Youth invite criticism that

the assessment is used to hold teachers accountabl-e.

Leithwood has concerns that accountability policies do not

work: some are unethical-; some do not accompÌish the

intended purpose; they distract students from learning; they

distract teachers from teaching; and, they are introduced

for purposes other than teaching and learning (Leithwood,

2001, pp.2-5) . Pol-iticians have also used the published

Grade Three Assessment 76
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provincial data to attempt to hol-d the g.overnment

accountabl-e for its policies:

Mr. Stuart Murray (Leader of the Official Opposition):

Mr. Speaker, can the Premier share with the House the

results of the 200I Grade 3 diagnostic assessments?. . . I

would l-ike to share with the First Minister that the

resul-ts range from a high of 68 percent in terms of

Grade 3 students meeting expectations when it comes to

reading and interpreting graphs. However, on the other

hand, only 42 percent on Grade 3 students are meeting

expectation when it comes to recalling addition and

subtraction to 10... Has the Premier identified the cause

of why only 42 percent of Grade 3 students are meeting

the Doer government's expectation to add and subtract

to 1-0? (Oral- Question Period in the Manitoba

Legislature/ May 14 2002) .

I1

Data then must be used "judiciously and with discretion"

(Schmoker, 1999, p.35) so that consequences associated with

publishing data do not go against the stated purposes and

principles of the assessment.

The Grade Three Assessment directs teachers to use

their professional judgment in terms of the amount of

assessment each student requires and the methods and

assessment tool-s used. But what if a teacher's professional-



judgment j-s not very grood? What if a teacher's professional-

judgment lacks experience, knowledge and a comfort leveI in

sound classroom assessment practice? For sound cl-assroom-

based assessment to work weII, a highly knowJ-edgeable and

skil-Ied teaching force is required. Apart from a few

professional development sessions mainly concentrating on

how to interpret the resul-ts of the assessment, Manitoba

Education and Youth has l-eft the responsibility of staff

development to schoof divisions and school-s. As they are

mandating a formative assessment. based on strong cfassroom-

based practice, perhaps Manitoba Education and Youth should

take a stronger J-eadership rol-e in staff development and

should work closely with our universities to ensure that

Grade Three Assessment

student teachers do not graduate without required courses in

cl-assroom assessment .

18

After the assessment is completed in the first few

months of the school- year, there is no fol-low-up by Manitoba

Education and Youth to evafuate student progiress and, in

fact, there is no other assessment or testing required until

Senior Four3, a 9ap of nine years. So the onus and

responsibility for tracking and reporting on student

progress rests almost entireJ-y with the school. Would it be

3 Standards tests in Grade Six Language Arts and Senior One
Mathematics are optional.



usefuÌ or appropriate for Manitoba Education and Youth to

require a follow up report in June about students who needed

"on-going heJ-p" in November to see if they were able to

"meet expectations" on alI competencies, or should this be

left in teachers' hands?

Statæent of ti:,e ProbTæ.

Levin and Wiens state that there is stil-l- work to do so

that the Grade Three Assessment "becomes an integrated part

of teachers' ongoing instruction as opposed to an externally

mandated requirement that is unrelated t.o day-to-day

teaching practices" (p.7). One cannot assume that because it

is a mandated requirement, teachers have embraced the

assessment and used it as a catalyst in changing thej-r

classroom practices. Because of that, many questions need to

be answered. What changes in c-lassroom practices have

resul-ted from this mandated assessment? Have teachers

increased their knowledge of sound assessment practices and

to what extent are they implementing them in their

classrooms? Has the content and methodology of their

Grade Three Assessment I9

teaching had to change to accommodate the assessment? What

effect has this assessment. had on how teachers structure the

beginning of their year and how has this affected their

relationships with their students?



For all its good intentions, is mandated province-wide

formative assessment actually working for teachers, students

and parents? Can formative assessment be mandated and if sor

is it making a difference in cl-assrooms for teachers and

students? It. cannot be assumed that the assessment is

impJ-emented well or in the way that it was intended r or that

teachers agree on its val-ue. The best way to find out and

get the stories behind the data is to talk to teachers about

their beliefs, thougthts, fears, concerns and experiences

with the Grade Three Assessment.

Grade Three Assessment 20



Chapter Two: Publ-ished Literature Relevant to Provincial

Assessments

There is a great deal of research on summative

assessments and standardized testing, and the debate as to

the appropriateness and effectiveness of such testì-ng has

been ongoing for many years. The word standardized simply

means that the same set of t.est. questions is given the same

way and under the exactly the same conditions t.o all-

students. FurLher, al-l tests are scored the same way

(Chappuis and Chappuis, 2002, p.95) . Central-ized

standardized testing is an entrenched part of the

educational- system in the United States costing billions of

dollars annually and al-so spawning a mul-ti-mil-lion dol-l-ar

testing taking/preparat.ion industry. In Canada, many

provinces such as British Columbia, Alberta, Ontario and

Quebec al-so have extensive year-end standardj-zed testing in

a wide variety of subjects. Alberta Learning tests all

children in the core subjects in Grade Three, Six, and Nine

to "ensure our education system maintaj-ns a high standard"

(Al-berta Learning , 2003, p. 1) .

Grade Three Assessment 2L

Many other jurisdictions in North America al-so support

the link between high standards and standardized testing and

point to a good accountability system as "a tool that if

properly sharpened and appJ-ied can be used by l-ocal school
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leadership to improve student performance" (Johnson,

Treisman and FuJ-ler, 2000, p.20) .

mandated standards and high-stakes tests are part of a

larger system of accountabilit.y t.hat incl-udes local

standards and l-ocal assessment, they are more J-ikely to be

helpful in holding school-s account.able and in helping

school-s get better than is now the case. " Thomas Serqiovanni

(2000) goes on to say that used al-one, "mandated standards

and tests provide a dang-erously narrow approach to

accountability" (p. 6) .

One view, therefore, of how to reform and improve

education is to test students vigorously and often and hol-d

schools and school districts accountable for doing so.

According to Levin (1998) :

"Similarly, when state-

An emphasis on standards, accountability and t.esting

has been a feature of reforms in many countries. Al-most

everywhere we find more large-scale testing of students

and more reporting of the results of these tests than

was the case a few years agio. Increasing national

assessment is complemented by more and more

internati-onal- assessment and in both cases the results

are used more overtly for public comparisons 1p.133).

Manitoba departs from this trend in that it only requires

its student.s to take two standards tests at the end of their

22



Grade Twel-ve (Senior Four) year. Manitoba a.l-so cal-l-s their

criterion-referenced tests Standards Tests rather than

Standardized Tests. Earfier testing in Grade Six and Grade

Nine (Senior One) is optional for school divisions, but. once

a division decides to participate, teachers musL administer

the test to t.heir students.

For all- the funds that have been spent to test North

Americars chil-dren, there is growing dissent that testing is

not producing the kinds of resuJ-ts that one might. or should

expect. "The U.S. private testing industry is a bil-l-ion

dollar a year business which, despite its growing influence

on the education system, is virtually unregiulated and
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unaccountable" (Froese-Germain, 1999, p.72). fn both Canada

and the U.S., the production of standardized tests is mainly

in the hands of commercial publishers and non-school-

agiencies. In Canada, standardized tests are developed and

marketed by the major textbook publishers with profits going

to the U.S. based parent companies (Barlow and Robertson,

7994, p.I20) . According to Barlow and Robertson (1994) "if

testing created excellence, Amerj-can students, the 'most-

tested' students in the world, should be winning the

educational sweepstakes" (p.117); j-nstead, the U.S.

consj-stentJ-y scores l-ow on large-scale j-nternational-

assessments (Ear1, 1995, p.5) In the 2000 Organization for



Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) Prog'ram for

International- Assessment (PISA) study, fifteen year old

American students pl-aced l-5th in Lhe worl-d in reading

literacy, lBth in mathemat.ics, and 14th in Science whereas

students in other countri-es where such wide-scal-e testing is

not pract.iced scored much higher (OECD, 2000, p.3-6) .

James Popham (200I) bel-ieves that "today's high-stakes

tests, âs they are used in most settings, are doing serious

harm to chil-dren" (p.1) . He goes on to say that because of

unsound, high-stakes testing prog-rams, "many students are

receiving educational experiences that are far less

effective than they woul-d have been if such proqrams had

never been born" (p.1). He is noL, however, opposed to

educational- testing and says that if properly built and

sensibly used, educational tests can help teachers deliver

effective j-nstruction (p.15) . He talks about the "unfilled

potential" of using cl-assroom tests solely to dish out

students' grades and likens it to "using a laptop computer

to keep your lap warm" (p.117) .

Alfie Kohn (2000) is perhaps the most outspoken critic

of standardized testing and bel-ieves that the more \^/e l-earn

about standardized testing, particularly in it.s high-stakes

incarnation, the more J-ikely we are to be appalJ-ed. "And the

more we are appal-J-ed, the more incl-ined we wil-I be to do
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what is necessary to protect our chil-dren from this monster

in the school-s" (p.1) . He feels that:

Standardized testing has swefled and mutated, l-ike a

creature in one of those old horror movies, to the

point that it now threat.ens to swallow our school-s

whole. Of courser on the late, late show no one ever

insists that the monster is really doing us a favor by

making its victims more "accountable". In real- life,

plenty of people need to be convinced that these tests

do not provide an objective measure of J-earning or a

useful- inducement to improve teaching, that they are

not only unnecessary but hiqhly dangerous (p.1).

Rick Stiggins (7996) al-so has serious concerns about

the impact of standardized testing on students. He says:

An historical perspective reveals forty years of layer

upon layer of ever more central-ized t.esting costing

billions of dollars with no discernible impact on the

quality of our schools !...Obviously, the pat.h to school

improvement must l-1e in some other direction (Stiggins

in Earl- and Cousins, p.55) .

Standards Testing in Ivlanitoba
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Some of the criticisms l-evel-led at standardized

tests, such as their construction by test businesses,

multiple choice format and central-ized scanned marking
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do not apply to the Manitoba tests. Tests in Manitoba

differ from those in other jurisdictions in important

\^rays. Manitoba Education and Youth develop al-l

standards tests in col-l-aboration with teachers from

across the province and the tests are marked localIy,

that is at the school- or division l-evel (Manj-toba

Education and Youth, June 2003, p.1). The format of

Manitoba Educat.ion and Youth's tests has moved away

from a one-time opportunity to take the test to tests

that are now written over three or four days¡ or in the

case of Senior Four Consumer Mathematics, written over

a whol-e semester. The Grade Six English Language Arts

test is written over a three day period (sixty minutes

each day) and incl-udes the activating activities of

braj-nstorming, large-group discussion and group work.

Students also have the freedom t.o choose a form for

their writing task from a l-ist of provided choices

(Manitoba Education and Youth, June 2003, p.2) .

The Senior Four English Language Arts test spans a

four-day period and is al-so a far cry from the high-

pressure, high-stakes format of many jurisdictions.

The three hours of day one are spent activating and

acquiring the theme of the test by jotting down ideas

in response to prompts, viewing selections on the
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theme, cl-arifying and extending understanding through

discussion with others, and previewing the writing

task. On day two, students plan their written test and

identify their writing variables, manage ideas, and

outl-ine and draft their written text. On day three,

students revise, edit and begin the final copy of their

written text. Finally, on day four, students complete

the final- copy, proofread, and reflect on the test

process (Manitoba Education and Youth, September 2002,

p.2) .

Eo mat, ive Assess¡rent

Rick Stiggins believes that the path to school

improvement l-ies in a reeval-uation centered not on how

h/e assess student achievement, but on how we use

assessment in the service of student success (ital-ics

in original, Stiggins, L999, p.260) and in a direction

a\4/ay from standardized testing (Stiggins in Earl- and

Cousins, p.55). That direction is an increased

awareness of t.he importance of sound classroom
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assessment practices that improve student performance

and motivation, and a recognition that "the gathering

and use of assessment informatj-on and insights must

become a part of the ongoing J-earning process"

(Shepard, 200I, p.1066) . Bl-ack and Wil-iam (1998b) note



that "assessment becomes

the evidence is actually

work to meet the needs"

add:

The most important. assessment and evaluation

activities already happen as a routine part of

schooling; that teachers hol-d the key to its

success and utility; and that they should retain

that control if assessment and eval-uation are to

benefit the students (p.17).

The importance of the rol-e of t.he classroom teacher is

also supported by Stiggins (L999 ) who says:

If we seek excel-lence in education, then the time

has come to invest whatever it takes to assure

that every teacher is gathering dependable

information about student learning, day to day and

week to week, not ¡ust year to year. This action

must be central to al-l- future school improvement

efforts, because if assessment is not working

effectiveJy day to day in the classroom, then

assessment at al-f other LeveLs (district, state,

national- or internationaL) represents a complete

waste of time and money (italics in original,

p.263) .
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'formative assessment' when

used to adapt the teaching

(p .2) . Earl- and Cousins (1995 )

¿ó



Therefore, the aim of assessment is primarily to educate and

improve student performance, not merely to audit it.

(Wiggins, 1998, p.7). Wiggins uses the term audit to

describe checking up on activities after they are over. He

notes that many educators are coming to understand that

assessment is of no value unl-ess it is educat.ive-t.hat is,

instructive to students, teachers, and school- cl-ient.s and

overseers (Wiggins, 1998 , p.1) . Popham (200I) agrees with

Wiggins that cl-assroom assessment has a higher call-ing,

namely to "improve the calibre of cl-assroom instruction"

(p.117) . In fact, "assessment done properly shoul-d begin

conversations about performance, not end them" (Wiggins,

1-993, p.13) .

The findings of two meLa-analyses on assessment have

had an ì-mpact on the thinking behind the Manitoba Grade

Three Assessment. Terry Crooks' study in New Zeal-and on The

Impact of Cl-assroom Evaluation Practices on Students (1988),

and Paul Black and Dylan Wil-iam's (1998a) Ässessment and

Cl-assroom Learninçr study in Engl-and each cover a decade of

global research on the impact of assessment on students'

J-earni-ng. Bl-ack and Wil-iam conducted a comprehensive meta-

analysis and synthesis of over forty controll-ed st.udies on

the impact of improved classroom assessment on subsequent

student success as reflected in summative assessments. They
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concfuded that there are consistent and sizeable gains in

standardízed test scores directly attributable to prior

differences in teacher's cfassroom assessment practices

(1998b, p.3-4). The research indicates that improving

learning through assessment depends on five factors:

o the provision of effective feedback to students-this

should "be about the particular qualities of his or

her work, with advice on what. he or she can do to

improve, and should avoid comparisons with other

Grade Three Assessment

pupils" (I998b, p.9)

the active i-nvolvement of students in

learning-"opportunities for pupils to

understanding should be designed into

teaching" (L99Bb, p.11)
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adjusting t.eaching to take into account the results

of assessment-"for assessment to function

formativel-y, the resul-ts have to be used to adjust

teaching and l-earning'-so a significant aspect of any

program will- be the ways in whích teachers do this"

(1998b, p.5)

their own

a recognition of the profound inffuence assessment

has on the motivation and sel-f-esteem of students

(both of which are crucj-al- influences on learning)-

whil-st it can help all pupils, the formative

express their

any piece of



assessment gives "particularly good results with low

achievers where it concentrates on specific problems

with their work, and gives them both a clear

understanding of what is wrong and achievable

targets for putting it right" (1998b, p.9)

o the need for students to be abl-e to assess

themselves and understand how to improve-"self

assessment. by pupils, far from being a luxury, is in

fact an essential component of formative assessment"

and "pupils shoul-d be trained in self-assessment so

that they can understand the main purposes of their

learning and thereby grasp what they need to do to

achieve" (1998b, p.10) .
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The framework for the design of the Grade Three

Assessment in Manitoba took note of the work of Bl-ack and

Wiliam and the Assessment Reform Group in EngJ-and. Accordi-ng
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to Dickens and Li, there are six principles of the Grade

Three Assessment (pp. 3-5). They are:

o assessment of student achievement

part of teaching and l-earning

the practice of assessment must incorporate a

positive capacity building experience for Leachers-

this can be done through professj-onal development

IS an integral



focusing on a compJ-ete understanding of how to use

assessment as a teaching tool-

teachers need to be involved as the most important

professionals in the assessment process

using a multitude of methods to assess students is a

sound practice

o parents are the best partners

Grade Three Assessment

The first three somewhat resemble Black and Wil-iam's

work, but the focus is a littÌe different. Black and

Wiliam's five factors are mainly focused on the student, and

in particul-ar how the student should be actively involved in

his/her own learning and abl-e to self assess and understand

how to improve. Teachers should provide effective feedback

to students with the focus again being on what the student

can do to j-mprove. Bl-ack and Wil-iam speak of how assessment

affects student self-esteem and moti-vation. Dickens and Li's

first principle recognizes that the assessment of student

achievement is an integral part of teaching and learning-,

but instead of focusing on the learner, Dickens and Li's

principles mainly focus on the teacher. The teacher needs to

be involved as the most important professional in the

the search for al-ternative approaches to large-scale

assessment.

J¿



assessment process and building the capacity of teachers

through professional development is very important.

Dickens and Li have three principles that are

different, yet complementary to Black and Wiliam's work. If

students are to create their own understanding and relate

new material- to existing conceptions, "ski11s and knowledge

should be presented, l-earned and assessed within the context

of meaningful information, and supported by many

opportunities to use the ne\^/ mat.erial- in a wide rang'e of

circumstances" (Earl and Cousins, !995, p.9). This means

that teachers provide mult.iple opportunities for students to

demonstrate what they know and assess them in a variety of

ways. Dickens and Li's fourth principle states that using a

multitude of methods to assess students is a sound practice.

The fifth principle recognizes the important

partnership rol-e that parents have in the assessment

process. Earl- and Cousins say that parents are critical

partners in the eval-uation process who can become active

partners in witnessing their chil-d's learning'. Parents can

al-so have a powerful inf l-uence on how their children view

themselves as l-earners (Earl and Cousins, 19 95, p . 19 ) .

Following the Manitoba experience of Grade Three

Standards Testing, and the j-ncreased focus in research on

the value of sound classroom assessment practices and its
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effects on teaching and learning., the last principle offers

the idea of expl-oration "outside the box" of traditional

Iarge-sca1e testing. Dickens and Li say that t.he province

should continue the search for alternative approaches to

large-sca1e assessment. The formats of the existing Grade

Six, Senior One and Senior Four Standards Test, and the

Grade Three Assessment woul-d seem to indicate that Manitoba

Education and Youth has taken some major st.eps along the

road of alternative large-scal-e assessment. The journey

along this road is continuing. In May 2004, the provincial

government announced that the optional standards tests

currentJ-y being written in Grades Six and Senior One would

be discontinued after June 2004. The Department is also
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currentl-y working on a support document for teachers

regarding classroom assessment. A consul-tation draft of this

document is scheduled to be rel-eased in the fal-l of 2004.

Signíficance and Potential Value of tl:e Research

The Grade Three Assessment has raised many questions as

to the effectiveness of adapting formative assessment on a

widespread scal-e and to using it as a solution to pubJ-ic

concerns regarding equity and accountability. As noted

earlier, it has given educators many things to ponder

ask questions about. Is in fact, formative assessment

perceived as summative evafuation in disguise that is

and

still

simply



transferred to the beginning of the school year? fs mandated

formative assessment actually useful for teaching? Does

mandated formatj-ve assessment save time and effort t or cost

more time and effort? Do teachers in general really consider

the assessment an improvement?

To shed light on these broad, big picture questions,

teachers were asked to share their perceptions of t.heir

experiences with the assessment. However, the research

del-ved much deeper into the underlying factors behind the

data. Are wê, for instance, trying to make assumptions and

educational meaning from fl-awed data? Woul-d it not make more

sense to go to the people who have col-lected the data and

talk to them so that the underlying factors behind the data

coul-d be discussed, explored and analyzed? Some of the
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underlying factors could incl-ude the developmental- l-eveI of

the child, the time given to the assessment, how much review

or re-teaching takes place prior t.o assessing, the quality

of instruction, the knowledge and competency of teachers in

classroom-based assessment, the effects of the summer

interruption on a sLudent's learning, and assessing Grade

Two competencies at the beginning of the year instead of

st.arting Grade Three work.
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One way to expÌore these questions is to tal-k to the

practit.ioners who use the tests, namely the teachers, abouL



their beliefs, thoughts, hopes, fears, concerns and

experiences with the Grade Three Assessment. The teachers'

comments mig'ht give clues about how Manitoba Education,

Citizenship and Youth, school divisions, schools and

educators could work together to revise and/or t.ailor

current. assessment procedures. Currently, Winnipeg School-

Division is an exampl-e of how differences in assessment

beliefs and practices have l-ed to an ongoing dispute.

The division is the largest school division in Manitoba

and does not take part in the Provincial Grade Three

Assessment.. fn its place, the division has implemented the

Comprehensive Assessment Program (CAP) for students from

Kindergarten to Grade Five. The CAP assesses students in the

areas of Math, Language Arts, Social/Emotional, and Motor

Skills, and is therefore more extensive than the Grade Three

Assessment. Like the Grade Three Assessment, CAP takes place

during the first two months of the school- year and in

November a report is sent to parents. Currently, the

Winnipeg Teachers' Association (WTA) and the School Division

are in dispute over this assessment. The WTA claims that the

CAP is a "good idea gone bad" (WTA, 2004, p.1) and takes up

far too much teaching time. WTA has published articles and

appeared on local radio stations to insist that the CAP be

reduced by 25-50%. The Division has maintained their right
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to mandate the CAP and to require teachers to support it and

refrain from voicing their opposition to it or face

disciplinary action. This dispute is currentl-y unresolved.

In addition, teacher comments could also suggest

improvemenLs in training teachers to use and interpret

assessment data. Training could take place at University

and/or in Professional Development sessj-ons organized by

school- divisions.
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Chapter Three: Methodology

In September 2003, Principals in an urban school

division in Winnipeg' h/ere contacted by the author and asked

to reconmend teachers for the study who had five years or

more teaching experience at t.he grade three l-evel and also

had experience with both the former Provincial- Standards

Test and the current Grade Three Assessment. From this

recoftrmended l-ist, ten Grade Three teachers from ten

different English schoofs teachers were sel-ected based on

the criteria and their wilJ-ingness to participate. These

teachers had knowledge and experience with the former Grade

Grade Three Assessment

Three Standards Test as wel-l as the current Grade Three

Assessment and were abl-e to speak about the changes they

experJ-enced between the year-end summative standards test

38

and the beginning-of-year format.ive assessment.

Interviews took place from October to December, 2003.

This qualitative study used in-depth interviews as the main

source for its data base. Teachers were interviewed

individually for sixty to ninety minutes. They were asked to

tal-k about their experiences administering the Grade Three

Assessment and the Grade Three Standards Test and the main

differences between the two. A set of guiding questions

provided struclure to the i-nterview, but there was al-so



fl-exibil-ity that allowed areas of interest to the individual

teacher to emerge. After a few initial questions that

provided background information such as the number of years

taught and the number of years at the current school, the

interview questions were grouped into seven themes. Teachers

were asked about their increased understanding and use of

assessment, their integrated use of assessment, how they

bal-anced the use of formative and summative assessment in

their classrooms, any diverse pedagogical methodologies

used, any changes in relationships between themsel-ves and

Grade Three Assessment

their students during the assessment, âDy changes in how and

when curricular content was delivered, and if their

knowledge of student performance had increased because of

the Grade Three Assessment. FoJ-low-up interviews and/or

phone calls took place if more information or clarification

of t.he initial interview r^ras required.
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A tape recorder was used to record the conversations

and to create transcripts for later analysis. In addition to

the tape transcripts, additional fiel-d notes from the

interviews were used that noted such things as the body

language of the participant, the atmosphere of the

interview, and other background information that helped to

provide a richer understanding of the participants' views.



Data were analyzed from January to March, 2004. The

transcripts were read over a minimum of three times, each

time with more focus. After the first reading, tentative or

emerging themes were noted and categories and

classifications of ideas and terms constructed. Duri-ng

subsequent readinqs, themes, concepts, category-schemes

further emerged and were organized and coded. Excerpts \^/ere

sorted by code and concepts and explicit hypotheses were

formul-at.ed based on the categories, concepts and themes.

Resul-ting data consisted of two hundred and seventy-eight

pages of transcripts and notes. WhiÌe the transcript.s are

therefore too large to include with this thesis, they are

avaifable on request from the author.

Data are portrayed as a written description of themes

and concepts supported by specific examples and quotes from

the transcripts. Where quotes have been used, they are

referenced by interview number and transcript line number

(e.9. Interview 3, l-ines 365-369) . Some of the data lend

themselves to the production of demographic tables.

Appropriate school division protocol- was followed when

contacting prospective sub¡ects. To protect confidentiality,
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the names of each teacher and school- were given a pseudonym

and the school division was referred to only as an "urban

schooJ- division in Winnipeg". The recorded tapes and al-l-



fiel-d notes were stored securely at my home and were

destroyed once the study was completed. My faculty advisor,

Dr. Kel-vin Seifert and f were the only persons who had

access to the tapes and field notes. Permission to carry out

the study was granted by the Education and Nursing Research

Ethics Board (ENREB) of the University of Manitoba.

Li-mitations of tl;,e Study

This generat.ive study examined the perceptions of ten

Grade Three teachers in one school- division in Winnipeg. rt

did not set out to be a comprehensive st.udy of al-I Grade

Three teachers in t.he city or the province, teachers from

rural or remote northern jurisdictions, nor teachers of

foreign language immersion programs.

A fimitation of qenerative studies is that they surface

issues for discussion and future study rat.her than provide

ansr^rers and recommendations. In this study, teacher

perceptions are presented in themes and some concfusions are

reached based on those perceptions. The author has chosen to

let the teacher perceptions speak for themselves, and has

therefore, not used them to generate recommendations.
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Teacher perceptions also have limitations too in that

they are influenced by personal opinion and personal-

interest, and may in fact not be indicative of what is best

for students or the school system.



This chapter begins by summarizíng some background

information about the participating teachers. Following

that, eight main themes have been used as chapter sub-

headings as a way of organizing the data gathered from

teacher interviews. These sub-headings examine the

comparison between: the Grade Three Assessment and the Grade

Three Standards Test, the impact of the Grade Three

Assessment on student.-teacher rel-ationships, the integration

of the Grade Three Assessment into the daily l-ife of the

classroom, the review of concepts prior to assessment, the

consistency of the resul-ts, the identifying of students who

require support., what is assessed and when it is assessed,

and teacher knowledge of assessment in general.

Setting the Stage: Who Weze tl:.e Teachers?

Grade Three Assessment

Chapter Four: Findings
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Figure 1 summarizes some background information about

the participating teachers. The teachers who took part in

this study hrere all very experienced in early-years

education, although they had also taught a variety of grades

from Kindergarten to Seni-or One. In addition, two

individuals had extensj-ve training and experience working as

resource teachers. The average number of years that the

teachers had taught was twenty-two and ranged from twelve to

twenty-seven years. The average number of years that the
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teachers had taught Grade Three was eight, and ranged from

four to fourteen years. Class size varied from twenty per

cl-ass to twenty-nine, with an average of twenty-four

students. Eight of the teachers taught an entirely Grade

Three level, but two taught a combined Grade Three /Four

class.

Teacher
Names*

Ross

Gavin

Years
teaching

Christine
Cathy

Sa1ly

24

Years
teaching
grade 3

Margiaret

43

27

Annette

24

Joan

Years at
current
school

I1

9

Lydia

I2

Leanne

T2

6

Years
administering

Grade 3
Assessment

* pseudonyms

6

¿o

4

Fígure 1: Demographics of teachers

The teachers had al-] been at their current schoofs for

a mínimum of three years and five teachers had been there

for ten years or more. Two teachers had been at their

current. school- for only three years because that is as long

as the school had been opened. The Grade Three Assessment

3

20

1

18

26

q

15

T4

20

4

Class
size

10

10

4

5

6

4

Glass
composition

15

2I

4

4

10

¿J

4

21

1

4

3

22

3

4

3

29

4

3

20

4

3-4

24

3

3

29

3

22

3-4

z6

3

3
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was administered this year for the fourth tj-me and nine of

the teachers had administered the assessment since its

inception. The other teacher in the study had administered

the assessment for the l-ast three years. In terms of the

gender of the teachers, eight were fema.l-e and two were male.

Comparison of tl:.e Gzade Three .Assess¡rent wíth tl:.e fomer

Grade Three Standards ?est

Because the teachers had administered both the former

Grade Three Standards Test and the current Grade Three

Assessment, they were in a good position to compare the

differences between the two. fn general- they fel-t that while

the Standards Test and the Assessment 'vrere both time

consuming, several fel-t that the newer Grade Three

Assessment took more time to complete. Gavin said that both

the Standards Test and the Assessment decreased the amount

of teaching time he had avail-able to him and as such he I^Ias

not in favor of either of them (2, 254-256) . Ross said that

the Assessment eats into the first two months of the school

year (1, 1I-12) , Christine said it \^las very time consuming

especially in Mat.h (3, 99-109), and Leanne and Sally both

noted that. it was extremel-y time consuming especially in the

first year that it was implemented (10, 5f, and 5, 63-63) .

In fact, Leanne fett that she had an additional- half-time

job just administering the assessment (10, 58-59) . The
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majority felt that the assessment currently took l-ess time

to complete than it had in the first year of inception,

because famil-iarity and comfort with the requirements of the

assessment i-ed to streamlining their practices, as Sally

said:

I find each year we just get better at it and it's

easier. In fact, ât lunchtime, the resource teacher for

the Grade Three cl-ass asked me if we had done the Grade

Three Assessment this year. I said yes and she asked

why she hadn't heard about it. I said, because number

one, we're fess stressed and number two, wetre so good!

(5, 64-69) .

Five teachers raised the j-ssue of stress or pressure

when describing the standards test. Ross found the test very

stressful (1, 59), Annette said that it just *killed her

trying to teach it all-" (7, 1-33-134) and Lydia added that it

\^¡as very stressful for students and teachers as they were

under pressure to cover everything (9, 12-14). A further

stressor for the students, according to Lydia, was that they

could not get help from the teacher during the test (9, g2) .

Satly al-so spoke of the pressure of trying to get through

the curriculum (5, 50-52) . It is interesting to note that

the assessment was not considered stressful- by any of the

teachers. This could perhaps be best summed up in the
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comments of Joan who said, "It's much easier in the sense

that it is just stuff that I would normally all do anyways

right at the beginning of the year" (8, 82-84) . However,

Lydia cautioned that even though the assessment was more

relaxed, it made teaching more fragmented and choppy at the

beginning of the year (9, 85-89).

But some teachers also found the standards test very

useful-. These teachers noted, for example, that the test

made sure that they had covered the curriculum and kept them

on task (Ross, 1, 61) , and focused all year on the skills

that were to be tested (Margaret, 6, 4I-42). The kids really

knew their Math, said Annette, and this was probably due to

the fact that she had done two to three times the amount of

Math that she shoufd have done! (1,138-L42). Ross and Joan

also found the marking process to be a very beneficial-

learning experience in terms of their own professional-

development. Joan said that in her school- the team examined

t.he resul-ts from the test and made changes in their
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practices to develop identified weaknesses int.o strengths

(8, 102-110) . Eive teachers said that the assessment should

take place at the end of Grade Two because Grade Two

competencies were what was being- assessed. The teachers

asked why not assess those competencies during or after they



have been taught rather than after a two t.o three month 7aP,

more often that not with a different. teacher?

In comparison to the Standards Test, the Assessment was

seen as something t.hat. could assj-st teachers to focus on

skil-l-s that woul-d help programmì-ng for students. The

information gleaned from the results of the assessment gave

a good picture of where the kids were at (Annette, 7, LL1-

1-l-9) and could be used to adjust. teaching. In addition, it

was noted by Margaret that many of the divisional and

department recommended assessments fol-Iow best practice and

\^/ere therefore very g'ood tools (6, 50-55) . In fact. they were

the kind of tool-s that she woul-d normally use/ wit.h or

without the assessment. Joan al-so said that they were the

same kind of things that she woul-d normally use (8' 83) .

However, not everyone was in agreement about the tool-s

themselves or how they were used. Annette \^las looking for

more st.andardization of tool-s used if the results were to

have any meaning (validity) (7, 120) . She said that there was

a g-reat deal of difference beLween classrooms and school-s in

the tool-s used, their application, the time spent assessì-nql

each competency, and how results were interpreted (-1, L24-

r21) .
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As well as the tools themseJ-ves, other teachers

wondered if all of the things on the assessment actually



needed to be there. Ross and Joan fel-t that it was not

important to assess al-l of the things currentl-y being

assessed at the beginning of the school- year. Joan said that

she woul-d not collect all that information at once, but

rather collect it immediately prior to teaching a particul-ar

unit (8, 88) . Ross said that he woul-d not teach some units

of Math (such as measurement) until- March to take into

account the mental and physical development of his students

(I, 15-11). It woul-d have made more sense to him to assess

measurement j-n March immediately prior to teaching it. In

his opinion, assessing it in September h/as a waste of time

because it woul-d have to be done al-] over again in March (I,

555-557 ) .
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Teachers were asked if the current assessment was

improvement on the old Standards Test. Eight replied

they t.hought it was and one replied that it was not.

4B

teacher said that neither was acceptable and that the

difference between the two was "a different polit.lcal

motivation" (2, 241). The group who thought the assessment

was an improvement cited its ease of administration, the

reduced stress on students and teachers, and their ability

to use the information to program for students at the

beginning of t.he year. However, Marg.aret said that she

would really tike to see the assessment at the end of Grade

an

that

One

only



One or the beginning of Grade Two, because the earlier

student weaknesses are spotted t.he earlier supports could be

put in place. She went on: *If the assessment is truly

going to be an improvement over t.he Standards Test, the

province needs to do a much better job of providing funding

to put supports in place" (6, 202-204). Joan, although she

felt that t.he assessment was an improvement on the Standards

Test, conceded that the "Standards Test improved us as a

learning community because we had to work as a Kindergarten

to Grade Three team to improve our resul-t.s" (8, L02-103) .

One teacher fel-t that the assessment was not an improvement

over the ol-d Standards Tests and cited the usefulness of the

results, the professional- development activity of marking

together, focusi-ng teachers on the curriculum, and the

improvement of the Kindergarten to Grade Three team, as the

main reasons for this (L,62-69) .

Impaet of tl:e Grade Three Âssess¡aent on Stadents

In many conversations that I have had with teachers

over the l-ast three or four years, Lhe issue of how the

assessment changed teacher student relationships at the
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beginning of the school year was one I frequently heard.

Four years ago, when the assessment was first brought in,

many teachers felt that the time that they had previously

used for "gietting to know" the students had been taken over



by assessment and instead of building nurturj-ng.

relationships and making the students feel welcome, student

were instead greeted with a barrage of tests. Teachers felt

frustrated that this was not the best way to introduce

children to Grade Three. In this study, f wanted to find out

if my perceptions that the assessment had affected student

teacher rel-ationships r¡/ere true and if things had changed in

the four years that the assessment had been administered.

Most of the teachers did not feel that students were

unduly stressed by the Grade Three Assessment, or did they

feel- that their rel-ationships with students were affected

between reguJ-ar cl-ass time and assessment time. Their
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perceptions were probably due to the teachers' familiarity

with the assessment and its administration, combined with

their inevitabl-e lack of knowJ-edge of the student at the

start of the year's first two months.

Teachers handl-ed their lack of experience with the

students in different ways. Five did not begin the

assessment. until- after the second week of school-, and used

those two weeks to build rel-ationships with their st.udents.

As Joan said, "f don't assess them for the first two weeks,

but by then I've got a pretty good idea. I have been known

to be wrong. sometimes but..." (8, 357-360) . Sally spent the

first month deveJ-oping socially responsibl-e behavior with
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her students using a program cal-l-ed Restítution and did not

consider beginning the assessment until well into October

(5, 96-91) . Gavin began with the Language Arts assessment

because the students were more comfortable with it and this

helped him get to know them before beginning the more

challenging Math assessment in October (2, 355-357).

Margaret added that get.ting to know her students as l-earners

was a fot more than knowing them as only a reader and a

numerator and so for her this meant also knowing them

socially and emotionally (6, 43L-435). Cathy felt that the

assessmenL actually heJ-ped her to get to know her students

better (4,26I-262) and Sally said that she never fel-t. that

the assessment hindered rel-ationship building (5, 420-430) .

She fett that it onJ-y helped. fL seemed as if the teachers

worked the assessment into or around the things they fel-t

\^rere important at the beginning of the year (5, 412-416) .

Ross was the only teacher who expressed strong feelings

that the assessment was noL an appropriate way to start the
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year. He said:

I think that when

quite littl-e...some

They need time to

their new teacher,

rules, and to new

they come in September, they're stil-l-

of them are onJ-y seven years ol-d.

settl-e into a routine, to get used to

to get used t.o one another, to new

expectations. Instead, we do aI1 this



assessment with them and actually we spent most of the

time the first six weeks assessing (L, 729-136).

Ross found this t.o be frustrating as his current class was a

bit more immature than the last year and had a harder time

settling into a routine. It took them t.he first two months

to get into a routine, and he regretted that. it was during

those settling in months that the assessmenL took place

(I,451-459) .

ft woul-d seem then, that most teachers, managed to

incorporate the assessment into their beginning of year

activities quite well, ât least for the Language Art.s

component. In Language Arts, most students were familiar

with simil-ar procedures used to assess their reading

abilities on an on-going basis. Running records, reading

surveys and st.ory re-telling are a routine part of the

regular assessment in the youngest. grades in all of the

schools, so completing a running record as part of a more

formal- assessment should cause l-ittl-e stress. Gavin referred

to this as "business as usual" (2,392) and Annette said that

the students "were not stressed at all" (1 ,202) . Cat.hy

noted however, that some of her students "got a little
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nervous because she was writing notes" (4, 460-46I).

Marqaret attributed students' stress to the students, not to

the assessment: "students who stereotypically stressed'



stressed/ and students who were capable, confident readers

didn't stress" (6,522-5230. Rather than a stressful-

experience for students, in fact some teachers noted that

the experience was an enjoyable one because the student and

teacher were able to spend ten to fifteen minutes of

uninterrupted time together (Ross L, 43t-432 and Christine) .

Christine said that the students really enjoyed the one on

one because they l-ove to read to her (3, 281-288) . And so

the possibility that the assessment had detrimentally

changed rel-ationships between teachers and students did not

hol-d true for the Language Arts component of the assessment.

In the Math component, most teachers fel-t that there

was little stress for the students but their responses vrere

more mixed. Teachers l-ike Joan and Ross "downplayed it,

didn't. make a big deal- of í1" (8, 443-444 and I, 437)and

Ross said "he was not even sure that the students knew they

were doing Lt" (7, 439-440). Gavin said that the students

had "blank stares at times, bul they weren't scared or

terrified" (2, 4I2-4I3). Cathy noted that the students just

treat.ed t.he assessment l-ike an activity sheet (4, 468-469) .

Sa11y even said that the students "l-oved it because they

knew t.hat the teacher was going to help them" (5, 59I-592) .

Four teachers however, were not so sure that the Math

component did not create stress of some sort. Annette fel-t
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that it was stress free for her students but caused her "a

good deal of stress trying to get it done" ('1, 378) . Leanne

said that for her students there was nervousness and stress

during the timed math activity (10, 487-482) . For Christine,

story problems caused anxiety for her students who were

st.ruggling with the reading demands of the questions.

Student.s who didn't appear to be stressed reading for a

running record in Language Arts, felt stressed having to use

their limited reading skil-ls to try and solve a story

probJ-em in Math (3, 293-295). Two of the teachers, Margaret

and Lydia said that the students were more stressed in the

Math component because there are more competencies and more

tasks involved and it look J-onger to do (6, 543, and 9, 86) .

(There are eight competencies t.o assess in Math compared to

only three in Language Arts) .

The difference in perception of the Language Arts and

Math components may refl-ect the Leachers' greater comfort in

teaching Language Arts than Math. fn speaking about Language

Arts, al-l of the teachers appeared confident and relaxed and

spoke of the assessment fitting in with what they would

normally do in their cl-assrooms. And as I al-ready ment.ioned,

assessment-like processes \^/ere aJ-ready in place for Language

Arts throughout the earlier grade l-evels, and students were

famil-iar and comfortable with them. Reading activities were
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therefore better integrated with the provincial- assessments

of it, Math competencies¡ oD the other hand, tended to be

assessed separateJ-y from units of study. In other words, a

competency was assessed following only a l-ittte revision or

re-teaching, and then this pattern was repeat.ed until aIl- of

the eight competencies had been completed.

Integration of tl;'e Grade Three Ãssess¡rent into th,e DaiTy

Life of tl:e Classroom
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assessment process conducted as part of a teacher's regular

daily classroom practj-ce, " (Manitoba Education, Training and

Youth, 2002, p.2). The policy document goes on to say that

"in many cases teachers wil-l be ab-Ie to make an informed

judgment about a student's level on particular competencies,

based on their daily work with students" (ibid' p.3). To

identify the process for gathering assessment information,

teachers are to use their professional judgment and the

department does not "expect, nor consider it appropriate,

for every student to go through a comprehensive assessment

on each competency (ibid, p.3) . For the l-ast three years,

the expectat.ion of the department has been that teachers

integrate the assessment into their cl-assroom routines and

do not submit. every child to an assessment of each

competency if it is clear, in the teacher's professional

"The Grade Three Assessment is one component of an
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judgment, that the child can clearly demonstrate that he/she

is performing consistently.

But is this in fact what is happening in the classroom?

How are teachers integrating the assessment into their

regular activities and/or how many components of the

assessment are carried out as stand alone activities? The

poJ-icy document states that teachers may begin the

assessment with observations of al-I students and that
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students performingi consJ-stently may demonstrate sufficient

evidence of achievement in their daily work and wil-l- require

little, or no further assessment (ibid, p.3). Are teachers

content with observing that a student is performing

consistently and therefore needs no further assessment , ot,

are teachers assessing aII student.s on all- compeLencies?

Teachers aret for the most part assessing all-

competencies with all students and are not integrating the

assessment into their daily activities. Whereas in Language

Arts reading surveys, story re-telling and running records

are aII a part of regular instruction, teachers still- said

that they give a separate assessment for the department

report. For most of the teachers, the assessments in Math

are not integrated at al-I but are stand-alone activities.

Gavin said that it is very nice to advocate integrating the

assessment into your regular daily teaching, but "it just



does not fly well to integrate íL" (2, 203) . Leanne tried as

much as she coul-d but simply coufdn't "integrate every

single topic in the math program in just a casual- hlay into

what lshe was] doing and expect it was going fiL" (10, 79-

83) . One reason put forward by Ross regarding the difficulty

of integration was that because he had to report the

competencies separately it made sense to him to assess them

separately. He said: "They've divided them up so you have to

assess them that way" (1, 203).
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So why is it that there seems to be such a gulf between

what. the department expects of the teachers and what is

actually happening in the cfassroom? The efficient use of

time is one reason put forward by six teachers. This

assessment is still seen as something mandated, but the

sooner it can be completed and got ouL of the wây, the

sooner the teacher can get back to teaching the Grade Three
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curricufum rather than assessing Grade Two outcomes. One way

to be efficient, especial-J-y in Math, is to assess each

compeLency with aJ-I students at the same time-as a whole

cl-ass test-instead of planning and preparing' integrat.ed

assessment activities, and/or trying to use individualized

assessments. Joan said:

I'd rather spend the time on review and try and stick

with one assessment. Now, if f got something really



weird on the assessment, where I thought this kid

misunderstood the question... where I'm surprised at what

I got... then I woul-d go back with that individual and

sit down with them one-on-one and try to communicate

and see whether they really don't get it or what's

going on there (8, 397-403) .

fn contrast to Joan, Christine said that most of her

assessments were one-on-one because her students required

that kínd of support and each assessment took a long time

with each child. She al-so noted that, "if you are going to

assess the child, you want to make sure that what you are

saying is actually true, and that takes a l-ot of one-on-one"

(3, 149-151). She still- assessed the whole cl-ass together in

such things as addition and subtraction facts because "to

assess each student individually woul-d have taken forever"

(3, 108) . It is interesting to note that Christine had one

of the small-est cl-asses-21-of the teachers studied. When

assessing Language Arts, other teachers create one-on-one

time by using teaching assistants and student teachers. They

further use time when t.he rest of the class was otherwi-se

occupied, such as during computer and l-ibrary times.

After the whole-class assessments, four teachers said

that they woul-d fol-l-ow up wi-th individual student interviews

if confirmation of results Ì^iere needed. Two teachers noted
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that having the whole class al-l- do the same assessment at

the same time also depended upon the make-up of their class.

In some years, it was not possibl-e to assess every student

this wây, and so they did more individual- assessment. Six

teachers said that they do differentiate the assessment in

some way for students who normally require adapt.ations, such

as those with autism and behaviour disorders. Adaptations

incl-uded reading the assessmenL to the student, âssisting

with writing, al-l-owing more time, and providing more one-on-

one assistance.

Ross afso fel-t that there was a greater degree of

consistency and continuity if all- students were assessed

using the same tools-meaning that they should be tested as a

group. Group testing was in fact what took pJ-ace in his

school-, and Ross fel-t it was especially important if a

school- has more that one Grade Three class, in order to

insure val-idity in the results (2, 190) . Ross al-so was

concerned that teachers in other divisions v\¡ere assessing in

idiosyncratic ways (using different tools), and he wondered

whether *if ten of his students were not meetì-ng
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expectatj-ons would this mean the same as ten students in

another school- who were al-so not meeting the expectatíon?"

(L, 391-394).



Gavin said that it woul-d be very difficult for parents

in this community to accept that some students r^rere being

formally assessed and others not. By "formal assessmerrt", he

meant that completing a paper-and-pencil task instead of the

teacher just observing them perform. For parents in his

communi-ty, it was al-so an issue of fairness.

The expectation on the part of the parents in this

community is that if their child is being assessed more

formally than another child then they are concerned,

they are very anxious t.hat their child isn't meeting

something and by contrast, the chil-d who is doing we11,

the parents want a formal- assessment to verify that yes

indeed their child meets or exceeds the start of Grade

Three. And so in this community, the expectation, and

there are two Grade Three classrooms in this school, is

that all- students will be given the assessment in a

very similar fashion (2, 181-190).

Fairness was al-so a factor in Leanne's community. She said

that parents vlere very aware of the assessment and were

asking their child if he or she had been assessed and so "a

little anxiety comes from home sometimes too" (10, 502-505) .

The Math section assesses eight competencies, all of

which have to be completed in time for a parent report in

November. For some of the teachers, certain topics (e.9.
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measurement) would not be taught until later in the school

year when the students were more mature cognitively and

therefore more like1y to be successful-. As Margiaret said:

"Some parts of the assessment I woul-dn't normally do, but it.

has to be done and so I set it up in a \^Iay that's the least.

j-ntrusive" (6, 168-I7L) . To devote time assessing a topic

when it. was not going to be taught was not considered a good

use of time. Teachers af so fel-t that they woul-d have to

assess all- over agaì-n when they finally did begin teaching

measurement. Under the circumstances, therefore, assessing

the whol-e class, at the same time, using the same test was

considered to be the best option.

Given the choice of observing and judging an individual

student perform or administering a paper and pencil task to

assess the same thing, almost aII of the teachers in the

study used the latter. Why is this so? Teachers felt that

they needed hard evidence, someLhing concrete, to support

their observations of student performance; merely telling

parents that they had seen their chil-d perform adequately

was not sufficient. Teachers spoke of parents wanting

"proof" that their chil-d was performing well-. Annette said:

"f want to make sure I've got exactly the information that I

need to give to the parents and the department so that I

really have a good picture and it is a really true picture"
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(7, 181-184) . Joan too noted that "there are some kids that

I have no doubt that they can and will do it. But I still-

feel- I need to do that" [assess every student in every

competencyl (8, 279-22I) . Since the proof teachers sought was

in the form of written samples of work, they assessed nearly

all of the Math competencies using paper and pencil tasks. A

further reason for using paper and penciJ- tasks was that

teachers felt that had to be able t.o support their

evaluation on the parent report card. If their siqnature on

t.he report indicated that a student was performing at a

certain l-evel-, then they were accountabl-e for that. statement

and needed to be abl-e to back it up. As Lydia said:

I do like to have something written down as proof that

the student can or cannot do it.. Because on the

eval-uation sheet we still have to sign our names, and

if the parents come back and question us, I like to be

able to say that this is why I gave the student such

and such (9, 163-168).

Why teachers could not simply use the Grade Two end of year

report as evidence of competence was hightighted by Leanne:

The Grade Two report card doesn't tell me if the

students can measure within two centimeters, if they

can estj-mate wit.hin two centimeters, it simpJ-y has a

score for measurement. So I felt, it put me in an
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uncomfortable position. If f 'm expect.ed to truly say

this and know it and prove it, I had to do it with

every single student. If f was willing to let that go

and say, oh yeah, their teachers gave them the top

l-evel- in everyt.hing in math and so I'm not going to

test this kid, then I don't think that would be a

professional- way of doing it quite frankly (10' 243-

252) .

Teachers know that the resul-ts from their cl-ass were

examined at the school l-evel- and forwarded to their
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di-vision, where they \^rere compiled, and sent as divisional

statistics to t.he department. The data were then compiled

into a published provincial- report that indicated how

students in the province were performing. Because of this,

the assessment took on a more significant role than a mere

classroom-based formative assessment. Why this was so¡ the

distinctions between formative and summative assessment, and

between assessment and evaluation, will be examined in more

depth in Chapter 5.

Reviewing Concepts Prior to .Assessing

Teachers report.ed a wide range of practices about

revj-sion or re-teaching of concepts prior to assessment,

ranging from Margaret who did almost nothing, to Leanne who

taught, then assessed, re-taught, and assessed repeatedly
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until her students coul-d aII perform competently (10' 153-

156) . Margaret did not review concepts with her students

because it "would make the assessment unfair" (6,II5-116).

She would "ask them to think about what they had done in

Grade One and Grade Two, the tools they had used, and then

do the activity prescribed as wel-l- as possibl-e" (6, L20-

I23) . Teachers who extensively reviewed concepts were in

Margaret's vj-ew "cueing the learner for the test" (6, 131)'
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an activity that she considered more a part. of the former

Standards Test than the current Assessment. Leanne, oD the

other hand, said that sometimes she merely had to jog the

memory of students. For her, the main point about the

assessment was:

To make sure they're where they need to be. So if I can

bring them there, even if it means I'm helping them to

do better than they would have if I hadn' t...I do it

because I'm doing it for the benefit of my students so

that they know what they need to know and can feel good

about themse.l-ves (10, 2L0-2lB) .

Apart from Margaret, all teachers said that t.hey spent more

time reviewing and re-teaching Math concepts than Languag'e

Arts. Since some of the Math concepts had not been taught

since December of Grade Two, teachers felt that it was fair

to review what had been taught before assessing them. As
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noted earlier/ some teachers completed the assessment as

soon as possible, whereas others administered four or five

separate assessments, assisting the student to improve in

between each one. There was fittle consistency among

teachers in how much concept review took place prior to

assessment, or how often the students were assessed on a

given competency.

Consj-stency of ResulÈs

In this school division, teachers have been provided

with a binder of assessment tools. These tools are a

compilation of material-s provided by the department and

material-s recofirmended by divisional- consultants. Many of the

teachers interviewed suppl-emented the assessmenL tool-s

provided with tool-s of their own that they had used over the

years. The division does not mandate that certain tool-s are

to be used and so teachers are free to use the too.l-s of

their choice. Often, in school-s where there is more than one

Grade Three class, teachers agree to use the same tool-s

because they feel that this gives more consistency to their

results. But across the division different tool-s are being

used to assess the same competency. As mentioned earfier,

there is also a wide variety of practice relating to how

much reviewing take pJ-ace prior to assessing each

competency. And there are also differences in how many times



each competency is assessed. Students in one school- had one

shot at each competency whereas students in another had five

and six different assessments and chances to show that they

were competent. Because of all- these differences, the

question that needs to be asked is just how val-id and

meaningful are the results that are published by the

department. I would suspect that the large differences in

procedures within this urban school- division woul-d be

amplif ied when applied in the provincial- cont.ext..

Identifying Students Who Reqaire Suppozt
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The Grade Three Assessment Policy document states that

"schools consult with parents if the assessment resul-ts

suggest a need for additional- support" (METY , 2002, p. 4) .

These additional- supports coul-d incl-ude "inLervention

strategies at school- or at home and possibl-e further

assessment of a diagnostic nature" and "impJ-ementation of an

education plan for student learning." (ibid, p. 4) . The

policy also asks teachers to consul-t with parents as soon as

possible once needs are identified. But how many children,

identified by the assessment as needing additional support,

were previousJ-y unknown to the teacher? All of the teachers

who were interviewed said none. fn addition, how many of

the students identified as needing additional support

actually received additional- support following the



assessment? Again, all of the teachers indicated that no

additional supports were put in place. According to the

teachers, the students who needed support had aJ-ready been

identified at their school without using the Assessment. For

these students, appropriate actions had already been taken,

including Individuafized Educat.ion Plans in some cases. As

Sa1ly said:
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The Student Services are wonderful at my school-. I find

that we're doing preci-sion reading, we're doing guided

reading...because of the programs we're running in the

building, I don't think the kids are falling through

the cracks l-ike they used to (5, 640-644) .

Not one of the interviewed teachers indicated that a new or

adapted education plan had been put in place for a student

as a resuft of the assessment. In the first few years of

the assessment, teachers expected that once a student was

identified as requiring additional- support, funds would be

provided for more teaching assistant t.ime or specialist

time. Experience showed, however, that this was not the

case. Teachers l-earned that there was no additional funding

following the assessment, and that the resources and

supports they had before the assessment essentially remained

the same afterwards.
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What fs Ãssessed and WIrcn It Is Ässessed

Grade Three students are assessed on eíght critical

competencies in Math and three in Language Arts. The

competencies are skills that students are supposed to

demonstrate by the end of Grade Two, and as such are Grade

Two outcomes. For each competency, teachers rate a student's

l-evel of performance, either needs on-goinq he7p, needs some

heTp to meet expectations, or meets expectations. fn

Language Arts, the critical- competencies are al-l- related to

reading and are:
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o Ref l-ecti-on-a student's ability t.o think about his

or her own learning as a reader

6B

o Oral Reading Skills and St.rategies-a student/ s

ability to use a variety of strategies to read,

and

o Reading Comprehension-a student's ability to

understand and draw concl-usions from text.

Most of the teachers said that they were comfortable with

what was being assessed and when it was assessed in Languag'e

Arts. They noted that they were familiar with running

records, comprehension and re-telling activities. In fact

several said that they would carry out simil-ar assessments

even if the provincial assessment was not in place. They

needed to know for themsel-ves the reading abilit.ies of their



students. Students appreciated the opportunity to read one-

on-one with the teacher, even when the activity was part of

the Assessment activities. Teachers t.ook advantage of

library time, computer time, time when the Instructional-

Assistant was with the class, and time that a student

teacher was with the cl-ass to complete the assessment.

Because the assessment mirrored current cfassroom practice,

it was seen as far less of an imposition or intrusion.

There were some less positive opinions, however, about

the eight crit.ical competencies assessed in Math:
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St.udents sorts objects using one mathematical

attribute; identifies attributes such as shape and si-ze

Student. sefects the appropriate standard unit;

estimates and measures length
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Student recal-l-s addition facts to 10; and, student.

recal-l-s subtraction facts to 10

Student represents and compares numbers, usi-ng terms

such as even, odd, more, less, same âsr to 100

Student understands place val-ue to 100

Student identifies, extends, and describes mathematical

(repeating and growing) patterns

Student solves and creates addit.ion and subtraction

story problems, and



o Student reads and interprets graphs.

Teachers identified three main areas of concern about this

part of the assessment. First, because the Math concerned

Grade Two outcomes, some teachers felt it would have been

better to do it at the end of Grade Two. At this time,

students woufd not have had time to forget what had been

taught. It woul-d have been f resh in t.heir minds. Cathy said

what she thought she h/as really doing was assessing what the

students had forgotten over the summer (4,204). However, I

am noL sure that t.his was the case as Leanne noted that some

of the topics had not been taught since December of Grade

Two and so they woul-d not be fresh in the minds of the

students even at the end of Grade Two (10,286). However,

those topics would have been assessed by the teacher that

had actually taught them.

Second, in doing the Math Assessment during the first

two months of the year, teachers fel-t unabl-e to teach the

Grade Three curriculum. Some of the teachers (for example,

Annette) said that they were not able to begin the Grade

Three curricul-um and the delay created stress. Annette, who

was also teaching a Grade Three /Eour combined class for the

first time, put it l-ike this: "I thought, I have hardly

taught any Grade Three Math at aIJ-. I wasn't really doing

Grade Three outcomes at al-l. It was basicall-y Grade Two and
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Four" (6,484-486). For Leanne, it was a matter of accepting

that the assessmenL "became her Grade Three curriculum for a

couple of months" and she had to stop beating herself up

about it (10,636-638) . Other teachers, however, were abl-e

to integrate assessing Grade Two outcomes with the Grade

Three curricufum. Margaret said that it was a matter of

spiral-ing the curriculum, teachers are always "building on

the knowledge that the kids have, and once you leave a topic

you need to return to it at some time in the future and

buil-d from where you left off" (6,460-462). She fel-t that

the divide between Grade Two and Three curricul-um was

somewhat artificial- and could be easily handled by a skill-ed

and wel-l- organj-zed teacher (6,684-690) .

Third, teachers were concerned that topics on the Math

Assessment happened in isolation from when the topì-cs were

normally taught in cl-ass. They fel-t that they vTere teaching

or reviewing a topic, assessJ-ng it, and then coveringi it

over again-eight times. rt seemed like a shal-low approach

and not how they woul-d teach normally. Sally felt that the

Assessment caused her to cover topics "an inch deep and a

mile wide" rather than "j-nch wide and a mile deep" (5'502).

For Joan, doing a formative assessment removed in time from

when you teach that topic meant that she had to do another

assessment just prior to beginning teaching the topic. The
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students' skil-l-s and abil-ities would have changed in the

intervening time, and so the initial assessment resul-ts

would be invalid and of limited use (8, 485-489) . For other

teachers, assessing all of the mat.h competencies at the

beginning of the year was unfair and demotivating. If a

student did not do weII in many of the competencies, his /her

self esteem woul-d fal-l and he would have a provincial report

that saying that he was not doing wel-l-. As Lydia said:

"It's a little unfair to just throw, you know, do

you remember all the names of the 3-D shapes and

can you do patterning and do you know your facts

and can you subtract and add and al-l- of these

other things al-l- in one bl-ow" (9, 150-154) .

Assessment in isolation from when t.eaching takes place is at

odds with Black and Wiliam's ideas of improving student

performance through formative assessment (1998b, 9-1.I) . In

such a case/ can teachers adjust their teaching to take into

account the resul-ts of this assessment? Likewise, one of the

six principles of the Grade Three assessment outlined by

Dickens and Li is that student assessment is an integral-

part of teaching' and learning (2002,3-5. Having an

assessment at a time other than when the topic is taught

woul-d not seem to al-l-ow teachers to adjust their t.eaching to

take into account the assessment resufts, nor would the
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assessment be an integral part of teaching and learning.

Cathy highlighted the dilemma: "lel's stagger Ithe

assessmentl maybe throughout the year where we can... but even

then staggering it doesn't make sense because you're not

going to start assessing somethj-ng you had done in Grade Two

in January or March" (4,5L4-51-6) . This raises a question:

Does the assessment need to change to al-l-ow teachers to

assess each competency immediately prior to teaching it; or,

do classroom practices need to change Lo meet the demands of

the assessment? Perhaps part of the answer can be found j-n

this next section that l-ooks at the teachers' knowJ-edge of

assessment.
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Teacher Knowledge of åssessment

fn preparation for the implementation of the Grade

Three Assessment in the fal-1 of 2000, the division had

províded professional- development workshops for teachers. In

June 2000, Lhe Director of Curricul-um and the divisional

team of consultants and teachers had t.aken staff through the

Assessment Policy outlining the changies from the previous

Standards Tests. A binder of material-s (prepared by a team

of Grade Three teachers) had also been provided to each

teacher consj-sting of department produced and divisionally

produced assessment tools. Teachers were free to use these

toolsr or their o\^rn tools to assess the students.



During the first two years of the assessment, Grade

Three teachers were brought together three times to provide

eval-uative feedback on the new AssessmenL, and its

implementation. Their comments

Department of Education, where

incorporated into the following

of this experience, teachersr oD

to, and cooperated with the Assessment more ful-ly.
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An example of how teachers influenced the assessment.

rel-ated to the Math competency "student recal-l-s addition and

subtraction facts to 70." Teachers had indicated that there

was a wide discrepancy in the results between addition and

subtraction. In fact, student skill-s in addition were

always much better than their skills in subtraction, and

therefore combining the two scores was not accurate nor very

meaningful. The teachers were pleased that their comments

\^/ere listened to and that in the following year's

\^rere forwarded to t.he

many of the points were

year's Assessment. Because

the whole, felt l-istened
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assessment, this competency was divided into addition and

subtraction and reported on separat.ely. Teachers also had

concerns that too many competencies had been assessed on the

original- revision of the Assessment. Again, however, their

concerns were heard, and the number of competencies on the

math assessment \^ras reduced to eight in subsequent

Assessments.



In terms of professional- development, nine teachers

said that they felt well- supported by their division. They

fel-t that t.hey had received sufficient professional-

development, especially in the fi-rst two years of the

assessment, to understand and administer the assessment.

However, Lydia noted that there had not been anything

organized by the division in the l-ast couple of years (9,

244) . When asked if he fel-t supported by divisional-

professional development, Ross said that he did' but he also

felt that it was his own professionaf responsibility to take

charge of his ovrn learning and make Sure that "he knew what

he needed to know" (L, 348-349) . In Lerms of whether or not

the assessment itsel-f had improved knowledge of assessment

practices, the teachers \^/ere divided, with some saying that

the assessment had helped and others saying that it had not.

As experienced teachers, knowledge of assessment had
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accumulated over the years by reading, attending conferences

and d.ivisional- in-services, school in-services, and, most

importantly, through discussions with colleagues. None of

the study group fel-t that university courses had given them

a good background in assessment' although, âs one teacher

Iaughingty pointed out, university had been a long time ago.

Even though al-I teachers had received the same

professional- development about assessment, and even though



teachers said that they felt wel-1 prepared, the interviews

sugqested important differences among them in knowJ-edge of

assessment practices. Some teachers were able to clearly

articulate the principles of, and differences between

format.ive and summative assessment, and how each was used in

their cfassroom. An exampJ-e of this was Margaret, who put

forward the idea of dividing formative assessment into three

categories:

Grade Three Assessment

There's observational formative assessment, things like

collecting anecdotal observations. There is product or

process formative assessment where students are

creating products or they are going through a process

that you see, and then there's conversat.ional

assessment where you're conferencing with students, and

with parents (6, 319-325) .

On the ot.her hand, some teachers were unabl-e to define

formative and summative assessment, and/or confused the two

terms, and were unabfe to say how they used each in their

classroom.
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Teachers said thatr oD the whoi-e, they did more

formative assessment than summative assessment with their

students. Answers ranged from "f do much more formative than

summative" to the more specific "about seventy percent of my

assessment is formative and thirty percent summaLive".



The Grade Three Assessment was implemented in the fall-

of 2000 in response to parents', teachers', and schoo.l-

administrators' concerns that the Standards Test was not

appropriate f or Grade Three chil-dren. Eight year ol-d

students were thought to be too young to undergo the eight

days of testing in J-anguage arts and math. The Assessment

\^ras considered stressful- for both students and teachers and

teachers compJ-ained of spending inordinate amounts of time

preparing st.udents in Languag'e Arts and Math to the

detriment of the rest of the curricufum. The Standards

Tests were also costly to prepare and mark. The newly

el-ected NDP government made good on their el-ection promise

to abolish the Standards Test and replace it with somet.hing

that they hoped would better meet the needs of students,

parents, and teachers. That "something" was the Grade Three

Chapter Five:

Grade Three Assessment

Conclusions

11

Assessment.

All of t.he teachers interviewed felt that the

Assessment created very littl-e stress for students,

that the stress for teachers was manageable. Now in

fourth year, the demands of assessment time, result

collating, and report writing are very real-, but are

handl-ed well by this experienced giroup of teachers.

and felt

its

being

The



resentment about having to do a mandated assessment that was

noticeabl-e in the faII of 2000, has nor¡/ reduced, and been

replaced by a "dull resignatj-on" among the Leachers. fn

this sense, the Department of Education has successfull-y

shifted from an end-of-year standards test to a beginning-

of-year assessment.

summative assessment are now falling out of favor and being

replaced with assessment for l-earning (formative) and

assessment of J-earning (summative) (Stiggins 2002, Chappuis

and Chappui-s 2002, and Davies 2002) . Formative assessmenL

(assessment for learning) should focus on the student since

it provides effective and timely feedback to students,

actively invol-ves them in their own learning, and invites

students' sel-f-assessment of learning (Black and Wiliam,

1998b) . Ideally, format.ive assessment should improve

students' motivation and sel-f esteem.

In the current lit.erature, the terms formatj-ve and
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however, because there are significant differences between

the assumptions of formative assessment and the stated

purposes of the Grade Three Assessment. According to the

Department of Education's policy manual, the primary purpose

of the Grade Three Assessment is to provide "meaningful

informatj-on Lo parents regarding their child's foundation

Some of the confusion for teachers has occurred,



knowledge and skil-ls in Reading and Numeracy" (METY, May

2002, p. 2, ital-ics added) . By providing information,

parents and. teachers can work col-laboratively to assist

students who need he1p. While the latter goal is consistent

with those of formative assessment, the means for reaching

it focus more on parents than students. As Dj-ckens and Li

have noted, parents are best partners. In fact it coul-d be

argued that the six principles of the assessment:

Grade Three Assessment

o assessment of student. achievemenl is an integral part

of teaching and learning

the practice of assessment must i-ncorporate a positive

capacity building experience for teachers

teachers need to be invoÌved as the most important

professional-s in the assessment

19

o using a multitude of methods to assessment student.s is

a sound practice

o parents are best partners

the search for alternative approaches to large-scale

assessment (Dickens and Li, 2002, p.3-5)

focus more on parents and teachers than students. Not one

of the principles speaks of improving student performance

and motivation directly.



The result is confusion in the minds of teachers as to

the purpose of the assessment. As mentioned earl-ier, Leanne

clearly felt that t.he purpose of the assessment hias to try

and bring every student up to standard; as a result she

assessed, re-tau9ht, assessed aqain, and kept doing this

until- her students came up to standard. She was clearly

focusing on the student. On the other hand, Margaret did

tittl-e or no review with her students. She asked students

to try to remember what they had done in Grade Two and to

try their best on this assessment. She fel-t that she had to

do this so that the resul-ts were "fair" (6, L20-L24). One

is left to wonder just. how "fair" the results were if these

two teachers used such different approaches to the

assessment.

Another area that created confusion was the very term

assessment. In most educational contexts, assessment means a

"gathering information process about student achievement"

(Chappuis and Chappuis, 2002, p. I49) that "informs teaching

and helps students to l-earn more" (Davies, 2000, p. 1) . The

assessment certainly gathers information about student

achievement, and most of the teachers fel-t that it informed

teaching. But does the Assessment help students to learn

more? When asked whether or not the Assessment was an

effective way to provide feedback t.o students, seven
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teachers saj-d it was not. The inf ormat j-on it gathered was

mainly for parents and teachers.

In another wây, in fact, the Manitoba Assessment is

more l-ike evaluaLion than assessment. Evaluation invol-ves

"reviewing the evidence and determíning its value" (Davies,

ibid, p. 1)-in other words, making decisions or judgments

about wort.h. In the case of the Grade Three Assessment'

teachers must make a judgment on how wel-l- each student has

learned and place that student on one of three leveJ-s of

proficiency for each competency. This "evaluation" is then

signed and sent home as a report to parents. By judging the

Ievel- of performance that a student has reached, the teacher

is in fact evaluating the student rather than assessing

them. This fact made the teachers feel- professionally

responsible for their decisions and created t.heir need for

concrete evidence to support their decisions. That is afso

why so many of them assessed each competency using paper and

pencil Lasks that could be used as evidence to support the

teacher's decision.

In a similar wây, t.he supposedly "formative" Grade

Three Assessment actualty has many summative attributes, in

that it summarizes what students have l-earned to a

particular point in time (Chappuis and Chappuis, 2002, p.

154) . A summative report evaluates students and assigns

Grade Three Assessment. B1



girades based on the resul-ts.

Assessment, students are assessed on each competency and

then, based on the results, a l-evel of proficiency (grade)

is assigned.. The report that goes to parents summarizes

what students have learned to that point.

As mentioned earlier, Levin and Wiens note that there

is still- work to do so that the Grade Three Assessment

"becomes an integral- part of teachers' ongoing instruction

as opposed to an externally mandated requirement that is

unrel-ated to day-to-day practices" (p. 1) . To help in this

regard, perhaps the policy manual could give a cfearer

definition of key terminology (assessment, evaluation,

formative, summative) and refocus the purpose for the

assessment. This could go a long way towards quelling the

misgivings that teachers have and help to make the

assessment a more integrated part of teachers' ongoing

instruction.
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fn the Manitoba Grade Three

For many of the Leachers in the study, important

questions remained surrounding the data collected. They

questioned the validity of results when diverse tools were

used, when the time spent on each assessment was varied,

when the amount of revj-ew time \^/as varied, when the number

of tries a student had on each competency varied, and when

the amount of teacher assistance varied. Leanne summarized



thís concern when she sai-d, "it's Ithe assessment] not

real-ly standardized and yet it's trying to be a standardized

test" (10, 432-433) . Given the differences in how the

assessment is administered, Margaret saw "no need for the

resul-ts to be publi-shed" (6, 482) . Gavin too, wondered just

what was being achieved by publishing provincial results

given that the difference in administration across the

province would probably be even greater than within in his
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school division (2, L29) .

confusion these teachers expressed coul-d be alleviated by a

review and revision of the purpose and terminology of the

assessment. The observations about standardization seem to

indicate that professional judgment. has replaced

standardization of procedures, assessment tools, and

timel-ines. Whil-e professional judgment is desirabl-e in many

ways, it must be based on a thorough understanding of

assessment l-iterature and practice. Providing and

maintaining such understanding is the challenge.

One of the department's principles of the Grade Three

Again, a good deal- of the

Assessment is that "teachers are the most important

professionals in the assessment process" (Dickens and Li,

2002, 3-5) . As the most important person in that process'

the teacher must take responsibility for ensuring that

his/her skills and knowJ-edge are current. From the teacher
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interviews it would seem that the division may want to

consider providing additiona.l- professional development for

teachers. By providing further professional- development

opportunities for teachers, divisions wouJ-d be movj-ng more

t.owards another department principle of the assessment, that

the "practice of assessment must incorporate a positive

capacity building experience for teachers" (ibid, 3-5).

This can be done through professional- development which

focuses on a complete understanding of how to use assessment

as a teaching tool- (Dickens and Li, p.p. 3-5) .

Teachers wondered why the department seemingly randomly

selected the beginning of Grade Three as the most desirabl_e

level for assessment. Most of the teachers favored moving

the Assessment to the end of Grade Two, or even to the

beginning of Grade Two or the end of Grade One. There were

strong preferences for gatheri-ng accurate student.

assessments as early as possible in the student's

educational- Iife.

One is l-eft to wonder why, if beginning of year

(formative) assessment is import.ant, why is Grade Three the

only level in the Kindergarten to Grade Twelve educational

system where this takes place? Furthermore, what is the

B4

rofe of the department in foi-l-owing up the Grade Three

Assessment resul-ts for students who need help? Shoul-d the



department allocate extra resources or carry out a further

assessment at the end of Grade Three or beginning of Grade

Four to find out if the students who were in need of help

are now performing at grade leveI? Supports for st.udents

who need heJ-p and all additional- follow-up assessments are

currentJ-y left in the hands of the teachers and at the

school- and/or divisional level-. In fact, now that the Grade

Six Lanquage Arts and Senior One Math Standards Tests have

been cancel-Ied for the 2004/05 school year, the next time

that students in Manitoba are formalJ-y assessed by the

Department of Education is at the end of Senior Four.
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1. Numeracy skills are the ability to work with numbers in

various ways and to sol-ve math-related problems

(Manitoba Education, Training and Youth, September

2001).
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Footnotes

The three assessed leveIs of performance are: "needs

on-going help"; "needs some help to meet expectations";

and "meets expectations".

? Standards tests in Grade Six

One Mathematics are optional-.

9I

Language Arts and Senior



Appendix A:

This interview guide formed the basis for the teacher

interviews. The questions provided structure for the

interviews. Although the conversation with each teacher was

based on the written questions, many of the interviews also

flowed natural-l-y and foll-owed the interests, views, and

perspectives of the teacher being int.erviewed.
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Interview Guide

Inítial Background Questions (for context and rapport

building)

o How long you have been teaching in general?

o How long you have been teaching grade three students?

o How many years have you taught at this school?

o For how many years have you administered the Grade

Three Assessment?

o Tel-l- me about the school- to help me get a picture of

the students, staff and community that it serves?

o Tell me about your cl-ass. Are they single grade, mixed

grade, how many students, numbers of boys and g-irls,

special needs students, and unique characteristics?

Pl-ease do not tell me individual student names.
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Frrrther questions grouped according to research on

assessment that may impact teachers:

1. Increased understanding and use of assessment

o What have been the major changies for you administering

the Grade Three Assessment rather than the Grade Three

Standards Test?

o Has your knowledge and use of assessment increased by

administering this assessmenL? If so, in what ways?

o Is the assessment an improvement on the former

standards test?

2. Integrated use of formative assessment

o Is the Grade Three Assessment an effective way to

provide feedback to students?

o Were you abl-e to integrate the assessment into your

daily activities or did you have to make adaptations to

your teaching practices and student activities?

o ff you did make adaptations to your teaching practices

and student activities, please tell me about them.

o How much revision/re-teaching do you do prior to

assessing each competency?

o Do you assess each competency separately or are you

able to integrate the assessment into normaf' daily

activities? Pl-ease give examples.
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3. The balance between sun¡native and formatíve assessment

o What do you understand by the term summative

assessment?

o What do you understand by the term formative

assessmen t ?

o How do you use formative and summative assessment in

your eval-uation procedures?

o How have you learned about good assessment practices?

Did you take courses in University, have you att.ended

professional- development sessions, and do you feel

supported by your school and/or division?

4. Diverse pedagogical methodology

o Did alt students take the same assessment at the same

time?

o Did you differentiate assessment strategies to meet. the

needs of different children?

o Did department or school- division suqqested strategies

encourage you to try new ideas? If So¡ can you give me

a few exampJ-es to show how you put these ideas into

practice?

5. Changes in teacher-student relationships

o How well- do you feel you knew the students before you

assessed them?

o How did your children react to the J-iteracy assessment?
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o How did your children react to the numeracy assessment?

o How did your students react to you during the

as ses sment ?

o Vüas this typical of their reactj-ons to you on a day-to-

day basis?

6. Changes in how and when curricular content is

delivered

o How would you like to begin your year with your nel^/

cl-ass of students?

o Were you ab.l-e to begin your year in this way or did the

assessment cause you to make changes?

o Did the assessment cause you to change the way you

introduced topics/curricufar conLent t or the length of

time you spent on those topics/curricul-ar content?

o This assessment evaluates Grade Two outcomes. How did

you balance teaching Grade Three outcomes at the same

time as you v¡ere assessing Grade Two outcomes?

7. rncreased teacher knowledge of student performance

o fn general, is the assessment an appropriate way to

find out if students are progressing well?

o Vühat ner^/ information, if any, did you l-earn about your

st.udents ?
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o rf you did learn new ínformation, how did you use the

new information you learned to chanqe your cl-assroom

practice?

o I¡üere additional supports put in place after the

assessment for studenLs who did not do wel-l-? What kind

of supports were they? Were any these supports already

in place before the assessment?

One final question:

Do you have other t.hings you woul-d l-ike to tal-k about

concerning the assessment?
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Student Name:

Reading
Competencies

Reflection
Student's ability to think
about own learning as a
reader

School:

Student Report: Reading Grade 3 Entry

Oral Reading Skills and
Strategies
Student's ability to use a
variety of strategies to
read
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Needs on-going help

Student begins to
participate in guided
reflection and goal setting
to plan "What can I do" to
be a better reader.

Reading
Gomprehension
Student's ability to
understand and draw
conclusions from text

¡ Student reads below
grade level text and is
unable to self-correct

Levels of Performance

Comments:

Needs some help to meet
expectations

Date:

Student participates
actively in guided
reflection on strategies
and goal setting by talking
about "what I did that
helped me" be a better
reader.

¡ Student demonstrates
limited understanding of
what is read and makes
some personal
connections and
assistance.

ln accordance with Manitoba Education, Training and Youth policy, the purpose of this assessment is to inform
Parents/guardians of their child's level of performance on identified critical competencies in Reading.

Reading Assessmenf

r Student reads grade level
text with some assistance
to self-correct.

Teacher:

Meets expectations

¡ Student reflects on
strategies and goal setting
by talking about "what I did
that helped me" be a better
reader; and sets realistic
reading goals.

¡ Student demonstrates
some understanding of
what is read and makes
some personal
connections.

¡ I would like to discuss your child's performance.
I will contact you to set up an appointment.

¡ Student reads grade level
text and self-corrects
when meaning is unclear.

Teacher's Signature

c Student demonstrates
understanding of what is
read and can explain
personal connections.

ParenUGuardian:

Please sign and return to the school.

a I would like to discuss my child's performance.

Parent's/Guardian's Signature
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Report to Division:
Numeracy - English Program

Grade 3 Entry

Report the number of students ín each cell

Numeracy Gompetencies

Student sorts objects using one
mathematical attribute; identifies
attributes such as shape and
stze
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Student selects the appropriate
standard unit (cm, m); estimates
and measures lenqth
Student recalls addition facts to
10
Student recalls subtraction facts
to 10
Student represents and
compares numbers, using terms
such as even, odd, more, less,
same as. to 100

Needs on-going
help

Student understands place value
to 100
Student identifìes, extends, and
describes mathematical
(repeatino and qrowinq) patterns

Levels of Performance
Needs some help

to meet
expectations

Student solves and creates
addition and subtraction story
oroblems
Student reads and interprets
q raphs

Please enter the number of students not included in reporting of competencies
Please explain.

*Please explain any discrepancy in the "Total # of Students" column

Meets
expectations

*Total# of
students
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Appendix D:

Report to Division:
Reading - English Program

Grade 3 Entry

Report the number of students in each cell

Reading
Gompetencies

Reflection
Student's ability to think
about own learning as a
reader

Oral Reading
Skills and
Strategies
Student's ability to use
a variety of strategies to
read

Needs on-
going help

Reading
Comprehens¡on
Student's ability to
understand and draw
conclusions from text

Levels of Performance
Needs some
help to meet
exoectations

Please enter the number of students not included in reporting of competencies 

-

Please explain.

Meets
expectations

Please explain any discrepancies in the "Total # of Students" column.

Please sign and return this form to the Admin Office
by November 1sth.

Number of students in Grade 3 (September 30 enrolment): 

-
Number of reports sent to parents:

Total# of
students
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Report to Division: Numeracy - English Program

Grade 3 Entry
Report the number of students in each cell

Numeracy Gompetencies

Student sorts objects using
one mathematical attribute;
identifies attributes such as
shaoe and size
Student selects the
appropriate standard unit (cm,
m); estimates and measures
lenoth
Student recalls addition facts
to 10

Grade Three AssessmenL 100

Needs on-going
help

Student recalls subtraction
facts to 10
Student represents and
compares numbers, using
terms such as even, odd,
more. /ess. same as. to 100
Student understands place
value to 100

Needs some
help to meet
exoectations

Levels of Performance

Student identifies, extends,
and describes mathematical
(repeating and growing)
oatterns
Student solves and creates
addition and subtraction story
oroblems

Meets
expectations

Student reads and interprets
oraohs

Please enter the number of students not included in reporting of competencies
Please explain.

*Please explain any discrepancy in the "Total # of Students" column

*Total# of
students

Please sign and return this form to the Admin Office

Number of students in Grade 3 (septemb"r?tr:;å"'il3ö'I:-

Number of reports sent to parents:

School

Principal's signature

Date
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Figure 1: Provincial Surmnary Results
Grade 3 Numeracy-English, French Irmnersion, and Français
Programs
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ENeeds on-going help./A besoin d'un sout¡en cont¡nu

l¡Needs some help to meet expectationsiA besoin d'êlre guidé pour répondre aux attentes

lNleets expectat¡ons/Répond aux attentes
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Numeracy Competency
1. Student sorts objects using one mathematicaf attribute; identifies
attributes such as shape and size
2. Student selects the appropriate standard unit (cm, m) ; estimates and
measures length
3. Student recalfs addition facts to 10
4. Student recall-s subtraction facts to 10
5. Student represents and compales numbers, using terms such as even,
odd, more, Jess, same ast to 100
6. Student understands place vaLue to 100
1. Student identifies, exLends, and describes mathematical (repeating
and growing) patterns
8. Student sofves and creates addition and subtraction story problems
9. Student reads and interprets graphs

Percent of Students/Pourcentage d'élèves

30To 40Yo
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Figiure 2: Provincial Surmnary Results by Program
Grade 3 Numeracy-English Program
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ENeeds some help to meetexpectations
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Figure 5: Provincial Sum¡nary Results by Program
Grade 3 Reading-English and French lrmnersion Prog:rams
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ENeeds on-going help
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Reading Competency:
1. Reflection
Student's ability to thj-nk about own Learninq as a reader.
2. OraI Reading Skills and Strategies
Student's abitity to use a variety of strategies to read.
3. Reading Comprehension
Student's ability to understand and draw conclusions from text.

ENeeds some help to meet expectat¡ons

Oo/o 10o¡ô 20o/'o

B0% 9096

300/o 4oo/o 50o/o 600,6 70o/o

Percent of Students
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Figure 6: Provincial Surmnary Results by Program
Grade 3 Reading-Eng1ish Program
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Reading Competency:
1. Refl-ection
Student's ability to think about own learning as a reader.
2. Oral Reading Skills and Strategies
Student's abiJ-ity to use a variety of strategies to read.
3. Reading Comprehension
Student's ability Lo understand and draw concl-usions from text

ENeeds some help to meet expectations

20oio 30o,ô 40o/o 50% 600,ô

Percent of Students

I l\,leets expectatiorìs
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